
STAGES OF RECOVERY

Everyone goes through the stages of recovery at different times. Someone might

spend months in stage one whereas someone else might be at stage three within a

matter of weeks. You might jump back and forth between the stages.

 

AND. THIS. IS. OK.

It all depends on how much you commit to the process and how much brainwashing you've

had previously in your life around dieting and body image.

Stay in your own lane. Keep putting one foot in front of the other, practice what I

teach you and TRUST the process.

I have written down some feelings you can expect to feel during each stage so you can be

assured that you're not going crazy, you CAN get through this and all these feelings are

NORMAL! You might not resonate with all of them but you definitely will relate to some.

STAGE ONE

Excitement

Hell yeah! Off you go at the beginning of your new journey feeling exciteeeddd!!! (Probably

similar to when you start a new diet!) You're determined to make it work and you're going to

nail this thing!

Eat all your previous banned foods

Yessss, you're allowed all of your previous 'banned' foods. This feels awesome, she (Victoria)

says this is part of the process, whoop!

Freak out and be tempted to diet

Eat all the food just 'because you can' 

Start to notice that you're eating anything and everything just because you can. Start to be

annoyed with yourself because of this and think about going back to dieting. Don't do it,

read diet letter - trust the process). Practice intuitive eating. Ask yourself "Do I really want to

eat this?" 
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Be tempted to diet

Freak out about weight gain

Maybe your body has started to change and this is freaking you out because the whole

reason you dieted in the first place was because you did NOT want to get any bigger. This is

the hardest part of stage one because this shit is real and this shit is painful. BUT HANG ON

IN THERE because we are going to address this during the modules. For now, know that it is

part of the process. Trust the process.

Ask yourself, what's the alternative? To go back dieting? To be in the same position (or

worse) as I was in when I came to Victoria for help? To continue on the diet binge yo yo

cycle for the rest of my life? To still be dieting and freaking out abound food and my body

when I'm an old woman? To waste my energy and my LIFE doing this diet binge cycle for the

REST of my life?

CHOOSE FREEDOM. Start with acceptance. Acceptance doesn't mean you have to like it.

Acceptance is giving up the fight with yourself. Relax. Surrender. Accept. Choose sanity.

YOU GOT THIS! Oh, and read the diet letter again! Acceptance is step one.

Freak out about health

Your diet brain will be trying to come up with all sorts of reasons to make whatever you're

doing right now, wrong. How can this way of eating be ok, what about sugar, what about

fats this can't be good for me... blah blah blah. As always, we are going to cover this topic

but hold tight and KNOW that WHATEVER you're doing right now, YES even if you're eating

chocolate all day every day, is EXACTLY perfect for you recovery. This part cannot be

skipped. Trust the process, read the diet letter! Stay committed. 

Be tempted to diet 

Think you will continue to eat everything that isn't nailed down forever

You won't! I promise you this, even though if feels like I'm a lying bitch right now, I'm not

hehe! Your body WANTS to be healthy and feel good. When you commit to practicing

listening to your body and ALLOWING all foods, you WILL crave other things that aren't just

your old trigger foods.
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The key here is ALLOWANCE. ALLOW ALLOW ALLOW. The more you ALLOW the more the food

will lose its power over you. And don't decide that you've been in this stage for long enough

already... it will all happen naturally for YOU at the right time for YOU. Trust the process.

Be tempted to diet

Panic that this won't work 

Diet brain constantly trying to convince you that this was a stupid idea... "OMG how could

you be so stupid to think that this could work for you?! You're going to eat copious amounts

for ever and ever and you're going to hate your body and your life even more than you do

already!"

Be tempted to diet

Start to get understand intuitive eating 

"Ohhhh this is so cool, I get it now! How amazing that I can eat whatever I fancy! It's actually

making more sense now. Today I chose something else over chocolate my 'binge food'

because I realized that I could have some chocolate later if I wanted!" Maybe this could

work... 

Question yourself 

"But wait... actually, I think I might be doing it wrong... I think I'm eating way too much 'junk

food' What if I'm not actually listening to my body after all?... OMG I'm SO confused!" 

Be tempted to diet

Judge yourself 

"Why do I always WANT to eat chocolate all the time. Like, I'm listening to my body, but she

wants to eat a lot of chocolate. And sugar is 'bad'. I wish I didn't want to eat it all the time. I

hope one day I'll stop wanting it. 

Be tempted to diet again 
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Love this newfound freedom but still scared as shit

You're loving the fact that you feel like you might just get your life back after all... IF you

could still lose weight. "I can't deal with the thought of having to accept. myself any bigger,

even if it does mean food freedom." Again, this is normal - stay committed to the process.

STAGE TWO

Get better at listening to your body

You're starting to build a relationship with yourself now. You're beginning to trust yourself

more and more with your food and movement choices. You're starting to feel like maybe you

and your body are on the same team after all. It feels good! 

Start to eat more with your Intuition 

You're starting to develop making food (and life) choices by following your intuition. If it

feels right, then you follow that feeling. Even if you're not hungry, you ask yourself if it 'feels

right' to eat the thing, and you trust your answer. You start to let go of judgements during

this stage and have an inner knowing of trust with yourself that wasn't there before. 

Have the occasional freak out 

Of course, you'll most likely still have the occasional freak out during this stage where your

body image thoughts consume you. You wonder if dieting was really that bad after all...

maybe if you dieted first and then came back to this, then everything would be great! 

Self-sabotage behaviours 

Your diet voice will be looking for 'proof' that you should definitely go back to dieting. For

example, your clothes might be tighter or you may still be having some reactionary eating

episodes but this time you're not following them up with physical restricted eating like you

used to. (Which is GREAT please do NOT go back to restriction EVER unless you want to be

on the diet-binge cycle forever). Any reactionary eating is simply due to restriction, usually

emotional restriction at this stage. Keep trusting the process because this is your path to

FREEDOM!

The diet voice will be like "Heeeeey look at this tempting diet that is going to fix everything -

this time it will work!" But you need to remind yourself of all the times you've said that before

and instead only got even deeper on the diet-binge cycle and hated yourself even more.
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It will be trying to convince you that 'dieting wasn't all that bad' It will be saying "You can't

just keep getting bigger bla bla" Don't listen. Read your diet letter. Reach out to me. Stay

strong. Choose recovery and sanity. 

You're creating that future version of you that is happy and free and doesn't obsess over her

body every minute. Through this process, your mindset and perception will change. Your

brain won't be able to understand that yet. Stay patient. Trust the process.

Consciously 'punish' yourself with food 

This is real and this can vary between individuals. It's more of a self- worth issue and can

stem from numerous things. Deep down you don't feel worthy of recovery. You 'miss' binge

eating and numbing with food. You sometimes 'want' to binge and feel like shit. Almost as if

you deserve it. It's your comfort zone trying to keep you small. It's when you know you're in

the middle of an identity shift. This can be the hardest part. Talk to me about this. 

Be tempted to diet again 

But this time, you know deep down that that's not the answer.

Feel less pull towards your previous trigger foods 

You start to notice that the foods you use to binge on don't have as much power over you

anymore... interesting. Sure, you still love to eat them and may choose them regularly but

you know that you can have them whenever you want now... and knowing that, you feel

pretty chilled around them. 

Wonder how you ever dieted for all those years 

Even though you still have days where you can't face the mirror naked, you seriously wonder

how the hell you ever managed to attempt all those different diets for all those years. The

thought of dieting can still be tempting but you just know that you're not going there again...

Well. unless you KNOW that it will 'work' this time... ;)

Enjoy liberation around food 

You are really loving the fact that you don't have to count, weigh or measure food anymore

and you start to feel sorry for those around you that are always on a diet or trying to 'be

good'.
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Still freaking out about your body and potential weight gain 

You're totally nailing the food freedom thing but you still can't get your head around this

whole bod image thing. "It's so HARD to not want to constantly wish I was thinner." Maybe

your body has got bigger. You're wondering how the F you can accept this. Don't worry!

(Last thing you want to hear I know) but it will get better I promise. All you have to do is to

commit to what I ask you to do.

Have good days and bad days with your mindset around food choices 

Like I said above, you're judging yourself less and less around food choices but you still have

the occasional freak out where you be like "OMG how can that much chocolate be ok?!".

Keep allowing. Keep trusting your intuition. It is OK!

Start to have episodes of body acceptance 

Here and there you will start to feel acceptance towards your body. You might not love

what you see but you really can start to feel your surrender and acceptance practices

coming into some sort of peace around how you feel towards your body. Every time you feel

this way - celebrate it!!!! We want more of these feels! 

Have days where you can't even imagine accepting your body 

On the flip side, Come Wednesday you might be ok with your body and then on Thursday you

might be hating every part of you even though it's literally the next day! Get curious here

and notice what the underlying fear or anxiety is that's causing your 'fat feelings'. Also

another great question to ask yourself is - "If I wasn't thinking about my body right, what

would I be thinking or doing instead?"

Not really think much about food 

Start to notice that you're not really thinking much about food until your hungry - "Wow it's

lunch time no wonder my tummy is talking to me. Yay let's eat, now what do I fancy....?" (The

excitement of freedom is still real!) Have so much more mind space! 

Other areas of your life start to suck 

Life can get worse during this stage because dieting can - and usually is - used as a control

mechanism. By seeking a false sense of security or control, you fill up your attention, time

and energy with dieting and body image thoughts as a distraction from real life. 
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So don't freak out if other areas of your life seem to get worse.. like your relationships, job

etc... All of a sudden you might be like, erm shit I don't think I even want to be with my

partner anymore!!!! Actually I'm not getting any fulfillment out of my job!

Follow your emotions as they're always teaching you something and leading you down the

path to ultimate happiness. Be brave. Everything happens for a reason. 

STAGE THREE

Know that you're never going to diet again 

At this stage you just absolutely know that no matter what, you won't diet again. You CAN'T

diet again!

Have body acceptance & start to understand body love 

You accept your body as she is and know that your body will show up however she shows up

each day. You know that you're not in control of your body size or weight (well, unless you

want to 'count' having an active eating disorder or successfully restricting for the rest of your

life as some sort of control) and you've made peace with that truth bomb. You understand

that your body may have a flat stomach one day and then not the next for whatever reason

and you're ok with that. (As you know that the only other option is fight with yourself and not

be ok with it and then feel shitty.) You start to feel actual love towards your body. Not

necessarily in a 'wow I just love the way I look' way, but in a loving relationship way. You

want to take care of your body. You love and appreciate what she does for you. You're

definitely best mates now. (And yes, your best mate annoys the hell out of you sometimes...!)

Know that you're self-worth is not based on your body

Even on 'bad body image days' (Sorry they never go away completely!) you know that it

doesn't make you less worthy of love, attention, support or anything good in your life based

on what your body looks like. Because you know you're deserving no matter what. And you

don't let your bad body image day affect your day, your mood or what you do.
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Start to notice that you frequently chose foods that sup port your health and energy

without thinking about it 

Because you have taken away all judgement around your food choices and your body, you

can separate striving towards 'health' (if health is a value of yours) and the way you want to

feel physically without bringing anything to do with body size or weight into your food and

lifestyle choices. Your body wants to be healthy and looked after in her natural state. So

because you've been practicing intuition eating and gone through all the above stages -

remember you can't skip from stage one to here - you notice that your body is craving

veggies and fruits more often than not.

Feel confident in your body knowing that you are who you are and who cares what

others think 

You know now that others with judge you anyway whether you're smaller, bigger or the same

as you are now! You also know that our whole culture is fucked up and everyone is fat

phobic. You've decided that you are no longer going to waste any more energy worrying,

fretting and crying over what others may or may not think of you. You are no longer going to

let diet culture and other people's judgements about you cause you to experience all the

pain, sadness, shame and heartache. You're so done with it already and you're like "This is

me! Take it or leave it!"

Have the occasional day where you reminisce about having the perfect body 

From time to time you may experience an old trigger that causes you to long after your

'ideal body'. This is normal! You now have the tools to challenge this thought and start to

uncover what's going on at the root of the thought. You know it's not really about your body.

You don't stay in this low energy frequency for very long.

Notice that your self-love and self-worth has leveled up and you feel empowered to

be yourself 

As you have gone through this process of pain and growth and continue to do so, each day

you feel more empowered to be yourself fully. You start to be the light for others who feel

like you used to feel. You know that you're worth so much more than the small and shallow

thoughts you had about yourself and now your sense of self and way you view life is deep

and meaningful. You're actually nice to yourself and feel happier in general in life.
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Feel sorry for all the other dieters still desperately hoping and fighting when you

know there is no gold at the end of the rainbow 

Yep, the world is still full of dieters and people desperately searching and striving for that

perfect body. Even though occasionally you might be tempted to diet again if your friend

loses weight following something, you know that that's no way to live and you wish you could

help them see sense. When you see people in pain due to binging or body hate or craziness

around food and control, you feel sorry for them. You also reminisce about how you used to

be consumed by all of that and wonder how you did it.

Feel fucking free 

Hell yes!!! Welcome to freedom! You're no longer controlled by food or bad body image

thoughts. You eat whatever the hell you want whenever you want with no judgement toward

yourself. You may have the odd day where you feel old thought patterns come up around

your body but you just haven't got the energy to entertain them anymore. YOU CHOOSE

FREEDOM BABY!

Recovery is

Overcoming your fear of weight gain!

This doesn't mean you necessarily WILL gain tons of weight -

it's the FEAR of weight gain. Once you overcome that, your

whole food and body 'problem' will disappear!


